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Coping with the immediate aftermath of a disaster
requires careful coordination among rescuers, based on
procedures planned at preparedness time but flexible
enough to accommodate a dynamically changing
situation. In this paper we briefly introduce a proposal
for a logic-based multiagent framework supporting the
exploration of a territory upon occurrence of some kind
of catastrophic event (e.g., earthquake, flooding), in
which dynamic knowledge on the environment and
activity plans are seamlessly integrated to guarantee
timely, flexible, and yet affordable planning capabilities.
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Studies converge on the fact that the impact of a
natural disaster depends both on the disaster itself and
on the adequacy of the emergency management

Some common
misconceptions about
disaster (complete list in [2])

Myth 6: Significant numbers
of people survive for many
days when trapped under the
rubble of collapsed buildings.
Reality: The vast majority of
people brought out alive from
the rubble are saved within
12-24 hours of the impact.
Myth 7: When disaster
strikes panic is a common
reaction.
Reality: Most people behave
rationally in disaster. Panic is
of such limited importance
that disaster sociologists
regard it as insignificant.
Myth 9: After disaster has
struck survivors tend to be
dazed and apathetic.
Reality: Survivors get to work
on the clear-up. Activism is
much more common than
fatalism. At worst, only 15-30
per cent of victims show
passive and dazed reactions.

process, which contributes to the vulnerability of the
‘system’ [3]. Emergency management is usually
modeled as a cyclical process that can be broken down
into a number of phases: prevention and mitigation,
preparedness, response, and recovery [1].
Over the years, many ICT-enhanced tools, categorized
as Disaster Management Systems (DMSs) [14], have
been developed, aimed at supporting institutions,
formal organizations, and rescuers in one or more
phases of the emergency management process:
besides systems mainly useful for prevention and
mitigation (e.g., [9]), other DMSs support management
and coordination of resources and rescuers during
response and recovery (e.g., [16]). A notable example
is given by the products offered by Sahana [12]: e.g,
Eden is a platform with the goal of improving the
efficiency of rescuers activities through updated
information about organization registry, resources,
inventory and assets, while Vesuvius, focused on
disaster preparedness and response, contributes to
family reunification and assistance with hospital triage.
A PDA-based triage application for first responders is
proposed by [11], integrated with a sensor-based
infrastructure. Another platform aimed at information
collection is Ushahidi [15]: through a multiple channel
crowd-sourcing (based on SMS, email, Twitter and the
Web) it enables citizens and organizations to collect
and visualize real-time geo-referenced information.

Our proposal
Based on our direct experience in the major moment
magnitude 6.3 earthquake that hit L’Aquila and its
surrounding territory on April 6th, 2009, our research
group launched a number of projects aimed at studying
and evaluating complementary aspects of ICT support

to issues arising in the aftermath of a disaster. While
we refer to [4] for a discussion on a web 3.0 platform
mainly focused on the response and recovery phases
and aimed at recovery from immaterial damage, in this
paper we briefly sketch our proposal for a response
phase oriented infrastructure aimed at supporting first
rescuers (and victims) in the exploration of a territory
hit by a catastrophic event (e.g., earthquake, flooding).
Our solution seamlessly integrates activity plans and
dynamic knowledge on the environment within a logicbased multiagent-oriented framework. Knowledge
about the territory may potentially come from drones,
sensors, robots, and human operators: through
geolocalized mobile apps, the rescuers and the victims
themselves are enabled to straightforwardly
communicate very basic and direct information typical
of the situation (e.g., ‘immediate help needed here’).
In particular, the proposed Multi Agent System (MAS)
integrates logical agents (i.e., agents with syntax and
semantic rooted in Computational Logic [8]) with
Answer Set Programming (ASP) modules, where ASP is
a successful logic programming paradigm suitable for
planning and reasoning with affordable complexity
[10,13]. The approach is being implemented in the
DALI agent-oriented language [6,7] and a DALI-ASP
interface is being defined [5] so that an agent may
choose among the plans generated by an ASP module
according to preferences, priorities, and (pre)defined
strategies.

The scenario
The analysis of common misconceptions about disasters
given by David Alexander in [2] (see box on the left for
some examples) highlights some aspects of the

Figure 1: The DALI MAS
architecture: ovals represent
DALI agents, the rectangle
represents the ASP module, and
arrows represent the event-based
communication among agents.
The ASP solver is responsible for
generating possible solutions
(activity plans) and sending them
to the PLANNER agent, which has
to select a solution depending
upon appropriate criteria
proposed by the META-PLANNER,
based on metrics generally
depending on political, logistics,
organizational, and ethical
constraints.
Most part of the MAS can be
deployed over a cloud computing,
distributing and balancing the
required computational
resources. The ASP module is an
external solver, configurable
depending on the required
capabilities.

immediate aftermath of a disaster, which we directly
experienced also in L’Aquila. Alexander’s rebuttal of
Myth 6 emphasizes the importance of immediate aid.
First rescuers play a fundamental role; they have to
explore the area with several purposes, like rescuing
victims, conveying (medical) assistance and primary
goods, removing debris and wreckage. Coverage of the
territory may be an objective to pursue, unfortunately
made difficult by the particular circumstances in which
one has to operate, among which the lack of familiarity
with or knowledge of the territory by rescuers, often
coming from outside the region hit by the catastrophic
event, and/or the impossibility of traversing some
locations because of some kind of obstruction (which,
moreover, may make GPS devices scarcely useful).
Furthermore action and its context are intertwined and
mutually dependent, with actions determined by the
context in turn continuously dynamically modified by
the actions (e.g., removal of debris) as well as by
external events (e.g., aftershocks in case of an
earthquake).

Coordination of rescuers has to be based not only on
general strategies defined at preparedness time but
also on facts determinable only on the field at response
time. According to what Alexander observes as to the
active attitude of the survivors (see Myths 7 and 9 in
the box), for the discovery of field facts it is reasonable
to rely not only on rescuers but also on the potentially
huge amount of information that may come from
survivors. Notice that in the first 12-24 hours after the
event people tend to communicate short pieces of
information, like “I’m alive”, “street blocked here”, “aid
urgently needed here”. The necessary mobile app
needs just a few simple buttons sending messages to
the system (customary approaches for evaluating
users’ reputation and trustability will allow to filter and
clean data streams), and eventually translating into
constraints for plans: exploration paths may have to
avoid certain forbidden positions (possibly
inaccessible), or mandatorily traverse some others
positions (e.g., to rescue some victim). Forbidden and
mandatory positions are possibly dynamically updated
over time.

The Multiagent System
Our MAS (whose architecture is given and very briefly
commented in Fig. 1) aims at improving efficacy and
efficiency of organized aids by (1) monitoring the
environment by means of an infrastructure including
drones, sensors, robots, and users equipped with some
kind of system terminals, (2) suggesting plans of
intervention obeying to physical, ethical and
organizational constraints (e.g., by sequencing
interventions according to priorities), and (3) guiding
rescuers in the exploration of the territory according to
a coordinated plan of actions continuously and
dynamically updated based on the evolution of the
situation.

Conclusions
In this extended abstract we briefly sketched the main
principles of a MAS operating in the aftermath of a
disaster. The proposed solution seamlessly integrates,
in a declarative fashion, activity plans and dynamic
knowledge on the environment, mutually dependent.
The MAS approach not only can be based upon a
controller agent, which, whenever necessary, is able to
adapt problem-solving criteria to specific features of the
situation at hand and to changing circumstances, but
also permits to distribute the computational effort and
increase overall robustness by means of advanced
features such as self-monitoring and self-diagnostic.

Prototyping: A first
prototype was developed to
test the effectiveness of the
architectural solution by
modeling the problem as a
variant of a known problem
(the Knight Tour with holes
problem). The territory is
simply represented as a N ∗ N
chessboard, where some
squares are marked as
unreachable/forbidden – and
therefore considered as
“holes” in the chessboard –
and some other squares are
marked as mandatory.
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